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ABSTRACT 

The present paper is the comparative result of training and vocational education 

(VET) management in distinct countries. By comparative investigation in such 

countries, we can quote effective parameters in management and find their 

interactive relations. training and vocational education management, if identifies 

the requirements accurately, it could arrange plans for at the appropriate time and 

according to needs and coordinates responsible corporations with plans and 

controls them, will perform successfully and will heighten the quality of human 

resources. After that, considering the dynamics of VET management both terms of 

»stock & flow« has been presented for it. Consequently, the likelihood of 

dramatizing the pattern has been supplied by vensim software.  

 

Introduction 

Management in the current communities is one of effective factors and other factors 

are influenced so much by it unfortunately, while management has critical 

importance in under developing countries, but there is a poor attention on this issue 

in different organizations. The main faint is the management. Through this research, 

VET management has been studied in the sample countries comparatively. The 

sample countries have been selected by considering their problem in educational 

demands and supply which have been classified in 3, following groups:The first 

group consists of some under developing countries which have great growth in 

working-forces and low growth in employment, locating in Africa and mid-east. 

South Africa, Tanzania, Egypt and Jordan are as above mentioned countries.The 

second group consists of the countries which their economy tends to exports. High 

growth in employing skilled workers in these countries encountered them with a 

problem in supplying skilled working-force. Some are from southern America and 

eastern Asia like Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Chile and Mexico. 

The third group consists of the countries which unemployment through them is 

resulted from low growth of working-forces and employment. The main countries 

in this group are from former communist states which are going forward to free 
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markets, some are, Russia, Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic and Kazakhstan. By 

studying these countries comparatively, we can find their weakness and strength and 

extract effective parameters in VET and present an appropriate model for under 

developing countries. 

 

The Position of Vet Management through World 

As industry and technology develop, using skilled human sources in necessary. 

Thus, this factor has been studied by industrialists and education specialists deeply 

all over the world. Vet play an apparent role in training skilled human sources 

needed for communities and in evolutions in the sciences and technologies. This 

resulted that world countries increasingly focus on the issue of technical educations. 

Vet management through different countries is undertaken by many organizations. 

In most countries, ministries of education and labor under take this task. The other 

public organizations and private section also participate in this management. As you 

can see in the table, ministry of education undertakes technical educations in the 

most sample countries. Education prior to employment and supplementary 

educations are majorly undertaken by ministry of labor. Education during service 

time is performing by ministry of labor and other ministries. So we can discuss that 

in the sample countries, there are meaning full dividends for all kind of education 

sand organizations. It means that the most countries prefer to represent official 

technical educations by the ministry of education. While preferring to represent 

unofficial educations by ministry of labor and other ministries. 

 

Table I. The Management of System In Sample Countries 
Other agencies  Ministry of labor Ministry of education  VET educational subsets 

Czech republic, 

Kazakhstan, Zambia, 

Egypt  

Hungary Mexico  Czech republic, Hungary, 

Poland, Russia, 

Kazakhstan, China, Korea, 

Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Chile, Mexico, South 

Africa, Tanzania, Egypt 

Jordan 

Official technical 

education 

Hungary, Kazakhstan, 

China, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, South Africa, 

Tanzania, Zambia, Egypt 

Czech republic, Poland, 

Russia, Kazakhstan, 

Korea, Indonesia, Chile, 

Mexico, Tanzania, Jordan 

Czech republic Education in kind of 

working in factory 

Hungary, Egypt, 

Kazakhstan, Malaysia, 

Zambia 

Czech Republic, Hungary, 

Poland, Russia, China, 

Korea, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Chile, Mexico, 

South Africa, Tanzania, 

Egypt 

Indonesia, Mexico, Jordan Education prior to 

employment and 

supplementary education 
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Dynamics of the Vet Management System  

The causal-loop diagram is all important tools to decade the feedback structure of 

systems. For many years, these graphs are used in the academic researches. Today, 

increasingly, are used also in the commercial affairs.CLD graphs are important for 

the following reasons: (1)Gaining the theories about the dynamic 

reasons;(2)Extracting and establishing mental models for individuals or 

teams;(3)Linking the important feedbacks which are considered to be the reason for 

happening the issues(Forrester, 1985).The principles for depicting the causal-loop 

diagram are simple, but must be followed faithfully. A causal-loop diagram consists 

of the variables which are connected by directive lines to express the causal effects 

between mentioned variables. The important feedback loops are also specified in 

these graphs. These variables are liked by causal communications which are shown 

by directive lines (Richardson, 1997, 13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

 

 

 

Figure I- Causal Loop Diagram for Vet Management 

 

As you see in figure II, the variable of country population is linked to the variable 

of the youth without skills with positive polarity. It means that if population 

increases, unskilled searching-for-job youth will increase too(Stewart,1989). But 

this relation just shows the causality and structure of this issue and can’t explain the 

system behavior. Also increasing the unskilled youth variable will increase the 

variable of demand for technical education. This issue also will influence the 

presenters of technical education. If technical education is presented, the quality of 

human force will increase too. If the quality of function for demanding people 

increases, the possibility to find a job for them will increase. Anyway the amount of 

employment will increase. The variable of employment with negative polarity is 

linked to the variable of job-demanding unskilled youth. It means that more 

increasing in employment, more decreasing in the unskilled job-demanding youth. 

By following the causal and effective variables which affect one another positively 

and negatively, our loop will be completed.While determining the loop polarity, 
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indeed, we determine the thing which is known as the sign of reversing signals of 

open loops through other loops in the control theory (Sterman, 1999).  
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Figure Ii-Polarity Loop 

 

Because the sign is resulted from multiplication of all signs, so the loop polarity can 

be calculated by the following formula:  
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Stock demonstrates the system condition and consists of the data which the 

decisions are made according to. Stock causes the durability of data in the systems 

and provide the with a memory, stock, by establishing a compression which resulted 

from diversity between input and output rate of a process, makes some delays. 

 

Figure Iii-Stock & Flow Diagram for Vet Management 
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 Stock is the cause of difference between flows (input and output rates) and 

consequently is the source of unbalanced in the system dynamics. Although people 

daily experience the storage and flow but often don’t understand the difference 

between them. For the most people, even politicians responsible for general country 

politics, the reply to this question is not clear. The lack of perception of differences 

between flow and stock often results in inappropriate estimation of time delays, 

short time focus and resistance versus adopted policies (Lancaster, 2002, 63, 

65).The population will change over the time dynamically and following it, the rate 

of unskilled youth will change too. The demand for technical educations. In addition 

to the unskilled youth, will be strengthened by the employed workers who have left 

their position or are dismissed or want to promote (ILO, 2006, 44). On the other 

hand, general education and the costs for educations are weakened and will be 

influenced by the salaries of skilled workers and unskilled samples and technology 

changes. Technical educators, in addition to the effects of motivation for the 

demands for educations, are controlled by the educational policy makers and the 

general education section and under these effects will present the technical 

educations. The private presenters analyze their benefits and disadvantages and if 

consider to any benefit in this industry, will perform some services and in the 

challenging conditions, will increase their quality. Public section will perform its 

services under the effect of mass educational policies and its existing facilities. If 

education is presented adequately, and with the best quality and is appropriate with 

existing demands, which is possibly by need measurement mechanism and good 

management, can increase the actual quality of the unskilled working-force. The 

model can be dramatized by different inputs and can provide the possibility for 

studying the issue dynamics.  

 

Conclusion 

As you see in the figure III, this system without management factor, can survive, 

because this is a negative and self-control loop. It means that more we present 

technical educations, less demand for it. Also if this education is presented more 

than ever, with qualitatively promotion, will cause more decreasing in the people 

demanding for VET and again helps the loop to be fixed. This issue also is true on 

the contrary. It means that if demands for education increase, presenters will be 

motivated to develop their activities, If they are private, catch more advantages and 

if public, do their tock for community and response to their needs. But this issue 

will face to some problem actually, because if presenters don’t have exact 

information about demand, we will have two conditions: 

  A) Offering educational skills might be less than demand which causes a 

compression of unskilled job-searching youth and will increase unemployment. 
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   B) Offering educational skills might be more than demand for them which if 

presenter is public, this system will result in wasting sources and decreasing 

efficiency and if private, presenting this education will result in their disadvantage. 

By exiting private section from this system in the next periods, (A) case will be 

repeated. It means that again we will have compression in unskilled youth. 

Management, by entering to the VET loop, can act like a catalyst and run other 

relative factors. Also by arranging and controlling as a regulator, set relations 

between other factors. So management factor, by its appropriate actions, Can 

strengthen the fixation of education loop and organize VET system. For example, 

when demands for educations increase, it informs presenters in according to it and 

strengthen them by its supports. Also, in contrary, when demands for technical 

education decrease, or it is predicted that during next periods, needs for a job will 

decrease, it informs presenters about conditions. As you see in the structure of 

model, factors shaping the matter of VET, and their interactive relations can be 

dramatized during different time ranges and with different entries and can be 

compared with reality. Also we can use this model for other countries by 

modifications in entries and assistant variables. 
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